Abstract -An ongoing concern of service-learning projects is whether they can benefit target populations in the long-term. Too often, service-learning projects end before a real deliverable is presented to the community. At MIT, a short history of service-learning projects can be documented through the IDEAS Competition, an annual competition that awards small monetary prizes to student teams that have designed and implemented innovative projects to positively impact underserved communities. This article analyzes how winning projects from the first five IDEAS Competitions either evolved or dissolved. From the experiences and wisdom of these early winners, this article offers six pieces of advice to students and academic institutions seeking to implement service-learning projects: 1) seriously consider implementation aspects from the beginning, 2) be concrete and realistic in the short term, 3) be flexible in the long-term, 4) build a multidisciplinary team, 5) collaborate with a solid community partner, and 6) prepare for continuity.
International Journal for Service Learning in Engineering Vol. 6, No. 2, pp. 19-29, Fall 2011 ISSN 1555 Because the IDEAS Competition is also intended to be an educational activity, of course students benefit from participating in it. They are guaranteed to experience the difficulties and triumphs of working on a team, operate under real world constraints, and have their outlooks and creativities stretched. They may even win a few thousand dollars to implement their projects. However, the IDEAS Competition is also intended to be a community service activity. Whether communities ultimately benefit from the students' efforts in the long-run is not guaranteed. For instance, working with students can strain community organizations' limited resources. Also, as students do not remain students forever, project sustainability is oftentimes called into question.
This article first describes the IDEAS Competition's origins and competition process. It then offers six pieces of advice to students who want to make their student projects sustainable in the field after winning the IDEAS Competition. The wisdom was culled from winners of the first five IDEAS Competition. Their lessons can be summed up as follows: 1) Seriously consider implementation from the beginning, 2) Be concrete and realistic in the short term, 3) Be flexible in the long-term, 4) Build a multidisciplinary team, 5) Collaborate with a solid community partner, and 6) Prepare for continuity.
CREATING AND PARTICIPATING IN A SERVICE-LEARNING COMPETITION
Developed by a team led by Amy Smith of the MIT Edgerton Center (a multidisciplinary center that focuses on hands-on engineering education) and Sally Susnowitz of the MIT Public Service Center, the MIT IDEAS Competition was funded in 2001 by a grant from the d'Arbeloff Fund for Excellence in Education. According to its project summary for the d'Arbeloff Fund, the IDEAS Competition was formed on the foundations of "student enterprise, applied learning, and public service." The competition's name, IDEAS, is an acronym for Innovation, Development, Enterprise, Action, and Service ii . According to its founders, the greatest motivation to establish the IDEAS Competition was "to inspire students' involvement and interest in the technical aspects of community service work." The competition would "ensure that students learn about the role of innovation in public service and understand the opportunities and responsibilities represented by the cultural, economic, social, and technical issues that face communities locally and internationally." The five main goals of the IDEAS Competition are:  To promote student inventiveness and entrepreneurship

To expose students to real-world problem solving  To provide resources to implement plans and products that meet community needs  To increase awareness of community needs  To empower students with the knowledge that they can make a difference in the world iii Anyone may participate in the IDEAS Competition, but one-third of all teams must be fulltime MIT students. Teams are formed through engineering design classes, personal connections and shared interests among MIT students, and personal and professional connections between MIT students and off-campus contacts that are either facilitated through the classroom or forged International Journal for Service Learning in Engineering Vol. 6, No. 2, pp. 19-29, Fall 2011 ISSN 1555 casually through students' extracurricular activities. In addition, IDEAS also hosts two Generator Dinners, which are networking events for students who are looking for teams or team members. Throughout the academic year, teams work with their community partners to define a problem and develop an appropriate solution. Development grants of up to $1,000 are available to teams to help them develop prototypes or travel to communities during the semester or the January vacation period. Initial proposals are welcomed on a monthly basis from October to March. IDEAS staff members provide teams with feedback and guidance on their early proposals and can help identify community partners and mentors. Final proposals are due in mid-April, and the Poster and Judging Session takes place in late April. Awards of typically up to $8,000 are presented in early May, and winning teams participate in a planning retreat in late May. These teams have up to one year to implement their award money Most recently, in honor of MIT's 150th anniversary celebration in 2011, the Public Service Center, MIT150, and the MIT Alumni Association launched the MIT Global Challenge. The Global Challenge invited the worldwide MIT community to collaborate with current MIT students through the IDEAS Competition. It reasoned that the Institute's network of 119,000 alumni, who span across 130 countries, would be useful in defining local problems, connecting teams to resources, fundraising for the IDEAS Competition, and assisting with implementation and scaling vi . The Global Challenge's online platform publicized opportunities for engagement in service projects, including information about sponsored challenges, mentoring opportunities, and online voting on projects. It awarded up to $15,000 per team for innovative service projects. Combined, IDEAS and the MIT Global Challenge awarded about $150,000 to its winning teams vii . Of course, winning the IDEAS Competition is just one early step in the timeline of a serious service-learning project. The real difficulties come during implementation, after the excitement, press, and attention have died down.
THE WINNERS' CIRCLE: ADVICE FOR STUDENTS FROM EARLY IDEAS COMPETITION WINNERS
The following sections are pieces of advice from the winning teams of the first five IDEAS Competitions (2002 Competitions ( through 2006 . These teams' service-learning projects achieved varying degrees of success with regards to long-term sustainability. The winning teams' projects were published by the MIT Public Service Center, and their descriptions were listed on the MIT Global Challenge website viii . The MIT Public Service Center provided the author, who is a MIT graduate student, with each teams' winning IDEAS Competition proposals. The author contacted each teams' leader via e-mail. E-mail responses led to semi-structured phone or inperson interviews. More information about these teams can be found in Table 1 .
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Advice #1: Seriously Consider Long-Term Implementation from the Beginning
Implementation should be considered with the development of an idea. At the very least, this includes identifying an appropriate community partner for a new idea (or preferably having a problem identified by a community partner), budgeting the competition prize money, and scheduling when and where the team will use the prize money during the following year. On a more advanced level, teams should frame their projects for the long-term. For instance, teams whose projects continued for years after winning the IDEAS Competition saw the IDEAS Competition as one small source of funding. They were able to leverage their victory to secure more press and more funding. Additionally, these teams formed the necessary organizationswhether they were student groups, lab groups, non-profit organizations, or businesses -to continue implementation after the teams' original members graduated. One example is the MIT UV-Tube Project, a simple, low-cost ultraviolet water disinfection system, and the 2003 IDEAS Competition Winner. The IDEAS project proposed to implement the UV-Tube in Haiti as part of a new "brainstorming technology center" designed to promote simple environmental and health technologies. The IDEAS grant was the first grant received by the student team, which was located at the University of California, Berkeley, and included one MIT team member. From the beginning, it was seen as one small source of funding for a much larger scale project. The IDEAS grant helped set up the technology center, teach local community members different methods of water disinfection, and build the first UV-Tube. However, the UV-Tube has not been successfully brought to Haiti due to a number of constraints. Despite this apparent setback, the UV-Tube team at UC Berkeley continued winning grants, and old and new team members set non-profit organizations in Mexico and Haiti to work on issues inspired by their project.
International Vol. 6, No. 2, pp. 19-29, Fall 2011 ISSN 1555 Another example is Aerovax, a low-cost, last-mile solution for vaccinating developing populations against infectious diseases and the 2006 IDEAS Competition winner. In recent years, more and more teams have participated in both the IDEAS Competition as well as the MIT 100K Competition during the same year. Aerovax was a finalist in the MIT 100K Business Plan Competition (Development Track) in which it was forced to consider how to implement their product through a sustainable business. For the team, the publicity received from the IDEAS Competition and the 100K Competition helped them secure a pro-bono contract with a big law firm and another grant from the National Institute of Health through Harvard University. Right now, the product is awaiting approval from the World Health Organization so that Doctors Without Borders can begin implementing it.
In a handful of cases, winning teams fizzled out after the competition. For example, Safe Pilot, a low-cost extension to existing canes that conveys additional information to the user and 2006 IDEAS Competition winner, did not receive or seek additional funding after winning. Some of the money was used to buy components and to experiment with different models, but actual testing and implementation with blind users was never seriously pursued because the task was difficult and the team was small. The community partner ended up losing interest as well. In another example, TurnPure, a technology that rapidly and effectively purifies water without using chemicals or battery power, and a 2006 IDEAS Competition winner, and MIT Soldier Design Competition winner, is currently on hold. No organizations were set up to continue the project after the team won, and the team members went their separate ways after graduation. In this project, planning for long-term implementation was necessary because the product was still relatively underdeveloped when it won. It needed plans for continued funding and manpower to support research and development and eventual implementation through the market.
Advice #2: Be Concrete and Realistic in the Short Term
Participating in the IDEAS Competition requires creativity, but that creativity should be rooted in reality. Yes, it is important to consider long-term implementation, but in the short run, teams should focus on producing a deliverable that benefits the target audience. It is too easy to be overambitious when writing a project proposal because implementation is an entirely different ordeal that requires concrete, doable steps of action. IDEAS Competition award money is available for one year, so teams should be realistic and reasonable when proposing timelines and budgets for this year.
In order for teams' solutions to be realistic, they should thoroughly understand the problems in their target communities, the potential constraints and obstacles, and their own technologies. They also need to be realistic about their own commitment levels, whether they are onboard for the semester, the summer, or the long haul. Since these projects involve additional stakeholdersparticularly the community partner -not following through has real consequences. According to the team leader of Sistema de Alerta Temprana, an early flood warning system in Honduras and 2004 IDEAS Competition winner, the project faced difficulties in implementation for two reasons: 1) the team members did not actually understand the problem and 2) they were too ambitious with their solution. A misunderstanding of the community s water issues led to the ʼ development of inappropriate hardware, which pushed their schedule far behind. A second assessment trip was necessary, and the final design was finished a year late. By this point, the team leader was working alone on the project as a part of her PhD dissertation; her team members who had committed to the project early on left the project within one month. Vol. 6, No. 2, pp. 19-29, Fall 2011 ISSN 1555 In some cases, early IDEAS Competition winners appeared to be selected based on the technology and not so much the immediate implementation, such as Nerdvana, a novel endotracheal tube design and 2003 IDEAS Competition winner. Nerdvana was essentially a oneperson undergraduate research project. Although the student won additional business plan competitions, implementation through commercial development never occurred because the project remained stuck in research and development. Like in the previously mentioned team, TurnPure, Nerdvana had no structures in place to secure funding and manpower for ongoing R&D and future implementation. Additionally, both projects' team members knew from the beginning that commercialization would be difficult in the short term because: 1) they were still doing R&D and 2) entering the market for their respective products was known to be difficult. In the end, both products were tinkered with after winning the IDEAS Competition, but nothing was actually delivered.
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Advice #3: Be Flexible in the Long-Term
A common piece of advice delivered by members of winning IDEAS Competition teams is to be flexible with long-term plans. Sometimes a technology might not work as well as expected. Sometimes the community partner presents new needs or has limited capabilities. It is necessary to: 1) bring an appropriate and functional solution to the collaboration while 2) flexibly working with feedback from the community partner, which may not be forthcoming.
For example, the team behind Chlorination in Honduras, a 2004 IDEAS Competition winner that made community drinking water safe via chlorination, discovered the technical insufficiencies of its solution after winning the IDEAS Competition. After experimenting with a new design in Cambridge for about six months, the team abandoned its new, high-tech, automatic solution that was not working and returned to its original, simpler, manual design, which was working. From there, the team focused less on the design and more on the implementation. Because they wanted to give the community a functional product -even if it was not the high-tech solution they had intended, they were able to leave their idea behind.
Advice #4: Build a Multidisciplinary Team
In the words of one winning IDEAS team member who continued his education at Stanford University and became heavily involved in designing and disseminating technologies that create human impact, "If innovations will succeed in the world, then you need to have people who know how to work on a team." In his experiences on both coasts, he recognized that the teams that made the biggest differences in communities were those that were interdisciplinary (with both engineers and entrepreneurs), worked well together, and trusted each other.
Collaborative and multidisciplinary teams play an important role in implementation. If team members come from similar backgrounds, it is more likely that they will only focus on one aspect of the project. As previously explained, some IDEAS Competition winners were so concerned with innovation that they were not interested, or they did not know how, to successfully implement their projects. As the IDEAS Competition developed, participating teams became increasingly multidisciplinary. Proposals now require biographies from each team member detailing how he or she contributes to the development and implementation of the project. Team dynamics tended to be a common issue for many early IDEAS Competition teams, and in many cases, long-term implementation fell on the shoulders of one team member. While Vol. 6, No. 2, pp. 19-29, Fall 2011 ISSN 1555 commitment of a team leader is necessary, the team leader still requires teammates to make the project successful during execution. For example, members of the Passive Incubator for Premature Infants team, which won the IDEAS Competition in 2002, split due to some trust and accountability concerns over the technology. One member was still working on the incubator even though other team members thought that the project was handed off. For the team behind Innovative Drinking Water, a winner of the first IDEAS Competition and developer of a simple arsenic water filter for use in Nepal, it also experienced unfortunate team dynamics that affected how the prize money was utilized. The team member who was in charge of implementation had a different plan from his teammates, and after they won, he insisted on carrying out his plan alone using a portion of the prize money. His teammates conceded by giving him 20 percent of their award, which he essentially wasted because his plans never evolved. However, despite this small debacle, the project was able to make an impact because the very committed team leader literally packed his bags, moved to Nepal with a grant from the World Bank, and implemented the water filter while solidifying connections with the community partner, who carried out the project in the long run.
Contrast these teams with more recent IDEAS Competition entrants such as Global Cycle Solutions (GCS) was a 2009 IDEAS Competition entrant and 2009 MIT $100K Development Track winner. GCS was started at MIT by a group of undergraduate, graduate, and MBA students and addresses rural issues in Tanzania through pedal-powered solutions. The current 13-person team consists of current MIT students, MIT students who have graduated, and local Tanzanian hires that come from a range of engineering and business backgrounds. At least five of the team members are currently working and living in Tanzania, including the President and CEO, and an MIT graduate, while others are working stateside. The geographically spread out, multidisciplinary team has made GCS a relative success compared with other student serviceprojects.
Advice #4: Collaborate with a Solid Community Partner
Service-learning projects work when the community partner is interested in the project and established enough to provide support. Depending on the team's innovation and implementation plan, the community partner can play a number of roles. For student teams developing solutions for community partners, community partners are simultaneously a client and, in many cases, a co-developer of the technology. For student teams that seek to establish their own organizations, or development and distribute their invention, community partners provide an undisputed understanding of local conditions and real connections to people who will benefit from the innovation.
If the student team plans to disseminate the innovation through the community partner, then a capable, committed community partner is key to long-term project self-sustainability. For example, the technology created through the Innovative Drinking Water Project is still being disseminated by the project's community partner, a scientific nongovernmental organization, even though the student team leader left the country, and Nepal's political situation prevented new students from coming into the country. In another example, Chlorination in Honduras' community partner actually improved on the system while the students were in the USA. From the student teams' training, they were able to teach other communities how to construct water chlorination systems from scratch. At this point, two and a half years after winning the IDEAS International Journal for Service Learning in Engineering Vol. 6, No. 2, pp. 19-29, Fall 2011 ISSN 1555 Competition, the project became self-sustainable, and the Chlorination in Honduras team decided to pull out. While good community partners can successfully implement a project, not so good community partners -or not having an advocate for the project within the organization -can lead to the end of a project. For example, the Salvation Army worker who initiated the Salvation Army Data Collection System, which automated the sign-in and data collection process at the Cambridge Corps Drop-In Center in Massachusetts, was not yet an officer when the student team won the IDEAS Competition in 2002. This worker left Cambridge for officer training but was not posted back to the Cambridge shelter, so the initial vision of collecting data on homeless shelter clients and bringing the data to the organization's headquarters was never realized. In another example, Sistem de Alerta Temprana worked with a community partner that had internal issues. New policies led to the resignation of the organization's director, who was the student team's main point person. His departure made it difficult for the team to work with the community partner because the company started focusing less on engineering and more on agriculture. The project reached a point where it was ready for implementation, but there was no funding, plan, or organization to implement it. By the time the Honduran coup d'etat occurred in 2009, there were other issues to worry about.
Advice #5: Prepare for Continuity
Many early IDEAS Competition winning projects lost steam after the first generation of student team members graduated. Because service-learning projects are also benefiting community partners, their discontinuation could be harmful or, at least, a waste of community partners' time and energy if nothing is delivered. Student teams should prepare for their projects' continuity through a combination of: 1) working with or creating organizations to facilitate the participation of new students and the acquisition of new funds, 2) maintaining close relationships with partner organizations, and 3) technology transferring to new students or to partner organizations. The academic institution where these service-learning projects take place can play a large and active role in the continuity of projects.
At MIT, IDEAS Competition winners who had direct relationships with classes or professors benefited from the institutional support. A popular lecturer in the Department of Civil Engineering supported Innovative Drinking Water by helping to write proposals to secure funding and sending academic and thesis advisees to work on the project. Chlorination in Honduras began as a project for D-Lab (Development Lab), a course that introduces students to innovating solutions for the developing world. Chlorination in Honduras' team leader became the trip leader for subsequent trips to Honduras, and D-Lab was able to maintain a close relationship with the community partner. The main project behind the MIT UV-Tube Project was at UC Berkeley, where ownership of the project was shared among multiple generations of students and professors who worked on it. Because the project was always open to improved design ideas while requiring lab and field-testing of old designs, there were always new ways for students to become involved. It was relatively easy for students to join the project because many other students and professors were working on it.
If a student team knows that it will not be the implementers of the project in the very longrun, this should be noted from the beginning and accounted for through extensive, formal documentation of the innovation, the community context, and any potential obstacles. These teams should be ready to transfer information and technology to the community partner or to International Journal for Service Learning in Engineering Vol. 6, No. 2, pp. 19-29, Fall 2011 ISSN 1555 other students who will continue the project. Dead projects should be promoted by the institution if there is still community interest. Students often create beneficial technologies that fail to leave the institution because the original student inventors never implemented it. Therefore no new students continued developing it or tried taking it to the field because it was not advertised, or there was no documentation of the technology that would allow new students to easily continue the project. Through the recently established Technology Dissemination Fellowship, the MIT International Development Initiative is attempting to formalize a technology transfer process between students and eventually, to multiple community partners who can benefit from the same innovation. Whether students are useful as agents of technology transfer to community partners is yet to be determined, since their time in the field to learn the context, adapt the technology, teach the technology, and build relationships is extremely limited. A more permanent, institutional liaison, who maintains strong connections between students and community partners by keeping communication channels open when students are not in the field, may be a key driver of technology transfer.
CONCLUSION: THE BIG IDEA BEHIND IDEAS?
Advice for the implementation of student service-learning projects can be culled from winners of the first five MIT IDEAS Competitions and be summarized as follows: 1) Seriously consider implementation from the beginning, 2) Be concrete and realistic in the short term, 3) Be flexible in the long-term, 4) Build a multidisciplinary team, 5) Collaborate with a solid community partner, and 6) Prepare for continuity. Having completed its tenth competition in the 2010-2011 academic year, the MIT IDEAS Competition has already learned much from its past winners. As a result, the competition's application and judging encourage student teams to think more seriously about long-term implementation. Recent teams have also benefited from the increasingly popular trend of social entrepreneurship and the increased availability of funding for engineering projects with social missions.
This discussion about the IDEAS Competition's winners requires returning to core questions regarding the nature of service-learning. Is the primary objective of service-learning to highlight novel ideas and inventions, to provide students with learning opportunities, or to create positive sustainable impact in communities? Are student inventors the best implementers, or should innovations be disseminated by partner organizations, other students with more appropriate skills, or small and growing enterprises? The answers to these questions affect how students should approach service-based projects and how institutions should formalize the processes of identifying and implementing these inventions. By doing so, students' innovations may have a greater chance of benefiting the people they were intended to help.
